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Abstract
This paper provides both positive and negative results for counting solutions to systems of poly-
nomial equations over a finite field. The general idea is to try to reduce the problem to counting
solutions to a single polynomial, where the task is easier. In both cases, simple methods are
utilized that we expect will have wider applicability (far beyond algebra).
First, we give an efficient deterministic reduction from approximate counting for a system
of (arbitrary) polynomial equations to approximate counting for one equation, over any finite
field. We apply this reduction to give a deterministic poly(n, s, log p)/ε2-time algorithm for
approximately counting the fraction of solutions to a system of s quadratic n-variate polynomials
over Fp (the finite field of prime order p) to within an additive ε factor, for any prime p. Note
that uniform random sampling would already require Ω(s/ε2) time, so our algorithm behaves as
a full derandomization of uniform sampling. The approximate-counting algorithm yields efficient
approximate counting for other well-known problems, such as 2-SAT, NAE-3SAT, and 3-Coloring.
As a corollary, there is a deterministic algorithm (with analogous running time) for producing
solutions to such systems which have at least εpn solutions.
Second, we consider the difficulty of exactly counting solutions to a single polynomial of
constant degree, over a finite field. (Note that finding a solution in this case is easy.) It has
been known for over 20 years that this counting problem is already NP-hard for degree-three
polynomials over F2; however, all known reductions increased the number of variables by a
considerable amount. We give a subexponential-time reduction from counting solutions to k-
CNF formulas to counting solutions to a degree-kO(k) polynomial (over any finite field of O(1)
order) which exactly preserves the number of variables. As a corollary, the Strong Exponential
Time Hypothesis (even its weak counting variant #SETH) implies that counting solutions to
constant-degree polynomials (even over F2) requires essentially 2n time. Similar results hold for
counting orthogonal pairs of vectors over Fp.
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1 Introduction
A canonical problem in pseudorandomness is:
Given a class C of Boolean circuits, is there a deterministic and efficient method for
approximately counting the fraction of satisfying assignments to any circuit from C?
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By uniformly random sampling Θ(1/ε2) inputs to a given circuit, we can easily obtain an
additive ε-approximation to the fraction of satisfying assignments, with high probability.
Thus the above problem amounts to deterministically achieving what trivial random sampling
can provide in a natural setting, with the target of reaching poly(n)/ε2 time (or perhaps
even better in some cases where randomness can also achieve more, such as approximately
counting knapsack solutions [20]).
The general problem of finding such algorithms has been studied for decades. Of most
relevance to this paper are the prior results for AC0 circuits [2, 30, 8], for CNF/DNF of
bounded or unbounded width [28, 23, 32, 21], and for Fq polynomials of constant degree [29,
6, 7, 33]. Approximate counting algorithms with only a 1/ε2 dependence in the running time
are not known for any of these problems except in the case of degree-two polynomials, where
one can exactly count solutions over a finite field in polynomial time (see the Preliminaries).
We would like to “lift” this nice algorithm to more expressive representations.
In the first part of this paper, we study approximate counting for an NP-hard problem in
algebra:
Counting Solutions to Multivariate Quadratic Systems (#MQS)
Given: A system of degree-two polynomials over Fp[x1, . . . , xn], for some prime p
Output: The number of solutions to the system.
The decision version of #MQS (“is there a solution?”) is well-known to be NP-hard,
and is of interest in several theoretical and practical areas (see [27] for references). With
regards to approximating #MQS, the best deterministic algorithm in the literature is due to
Viola [33], who gave a pseudorandom generator for fooling a degree-d polynomial with seed
length at least d logn+ d2d log(1/ε). Since the Fourier spectrum of the AND function has
low `1-norm (see for example [9]), a pseudorandom generator for a single polynomial extends
to a system of polynomials, yielding a deterministic approximation algorithm for the fraction
of #MQS solutions with running time poly(n) · ε−8.
Approximately Solving #MQS
The first main result of this paper is that the 1/ε2 dependence of the random sampling
algorithm for #MQS can be matched in a deterministic way.
I Theorem 1. For every prime p, there is a deterministic algorithm running in
poly(n, s, log p)/ε2 time for approximately counting the fraction of solutions to a system
of s quadratic equations in n variables over Fp.
As a corollary, one can also efficiently and deterministically find solutions to any system
of quadratic equations, provided there are many solutions:
I Corollary 2. For every prime p, there is a deterministic algorithm running in
poly(n, s, log p)/ε2 time which, given any system of s quadratic equations in n variables
over Fp with at least εpn solutions, outputs a solution.
Recalling that more common counting problems such as #2-SAT and #NAE-3-SAT can
easily be expressed as an instance of #MQS with no increase in the number of variables,
Theorem 1 implies improved approximation algorithms (in terms of ε) for those problems
as well: the best known approximate counting algorithm for general k-SAT is that of
Trevisan [32] which has an 1/εk2k ln(4) dependence in the running time. (Note that Viola’s
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PRG is slightly faster in terms of ε.) For a non-binary example, the 3-coloring problem
can be represented as a system of quadratic polynomials over F3 (for each edge (i, j) in
your graph, include a polynomial P (xi, xj) which is 0 if and only if xi 6= xj). In general,
constraint satisfaction problems over a prime-order domain and two variables per constraint
are handled by Theorem 1.
The key to Theorem 1 is a reduction from approximate counting for a system of degree-d
polynomials to approximate counting for a single polynomial:
I Theorem 3. For all primes p, integers d > 0, and ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists a deterministic
poly(n, s, log p)-time reduction from approximately counting solutions to systems of degree-d
equations over Fp to within an ε factor, to approximately counting solutions to one degree-d
equation over Fp to within a Θ(ε3/s2) factor.
Theorem 3 is appealing for several reasons.1
First, it is somewhat surprising at first glance. For example, detecting feasibility of a
system of quadratic polynomials (over any field) is NP-hard, but detecting the feasibility
of only one such polynomial is trivial. Thus in some cases, our reduction efficiently
reduces an NP-hard problem to an easy one — but only for the task of approximate
counting.
Second, the proof is extremely simple in hindsight. The central idea consists of applying
the known constructions of small-biased sets in just the right way to solve the problem.
We also show how such sets yield new schemes for approximating the intersection of a set
family.
Third, Theorem 3 is extremely generic, in comparison with its application (Theorem 1):
it works for any polynomial system of any degree.
Theorem 1 follows from applying the reduction of Theorem 3 and an exact counting
algorithm for #MQS instances with only one equation. We certainly do not obtain a
pseudorandom generator in this way, but we do get a considerably different perspective on
approximate counting in this domain. (We also do not use any algebraic geometry tools,
which often appear in the literature on counting solutions to polynomial systems.)
SETH-Hardness of Exactly Counting Roots of One O(1)-Degree Polynomial
Complementing the above approximation algorithm, we use similar ideas to give a strong
hardness reduction for exactly counting solutions (zeroes) of degree-d polynomials over a
finite field of constant order, for constant d > 2. Finding a solution to such a polynomial is
not hard: by a variant of the Schwartz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton lemma (see for example [36]),
a not-identically-zero polynomial p of degree-d is nonzero on at least a 1/2d-fraction of points
in {0, 1}n, so it is easy to find a nonzero of p with randomness over any small field. (It is
also easy to find a zero of p in {0, 1}n as well, by considering the polynomial 1− pq−1 where
q is the order of the field.)
Ehrenfeucht and Karpinski [17] showed that the solution-counting problem is already
NP-hard for a single degree-3 polynomial over F2. However, all reductions from k-SAT to
the counting problem (to our knowledge) increased the number of variables by a polynomial
1 Note that over the real numbers, it is easy to reduce a system of polynomial equations {pi(x1, . . . , xn) =
0} of degree d to a single equation of degree 2d, by simply taking the sum of squares of the pi. This is
not useful for us, since (1) it does not work over a finite field and (2) in order for the approximation
algorithm to work, we need a reduction that does not increase the degree.
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factor; in the worst case, Ω(n) new variables are introduced. Here we give a much improved
reduction in terms of the number of variables, sacrificing a bit in the degree:
I Theorem 4. Let q be a prime power and ε > 0 be arbitrarily small. There is an O(qεn)-time
deterministic reduction from #k-SAT instances with n variables to the problem of counting
roots to a Fq-polynomial of degree q(k/ε)O(k) with n variables.
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4 provides a subexponential-time reduction from the
problem of exactly counting solutions to systems of O(n) degree-k equations to that of exactly
counting the zeros of one polynomial of degree q(k/ε)O(k), similarly to how Theorem 3 gives
a polynomial-time reduction from approximate counting a degree-k system to approximate
counting for a single degree-k polynomial. The high-level structure of the two reductions
are similar as well: both reductions output a linear combination of the outputs of their
oracle calls. However, the actual oracle calls themselves are quite different. Theorem 3 uses
small-biased sets to construct a polynomial number of oracle calls, and obtain an approximate
solution count; Theorem 4 uses a multiplication trick so that the number of oracle calls is
only subexponential, while preserving the exact count. (The multiplication trick is the reason
why the degree of the underlying polynomials increases to q(k/ε)O(k).)
From Theorem 4, it follows that the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (even its
counting variant #SETH) predicts that for all ε > 0, there is a constant dε > 2 such that
counting Boolean solutions to degree-dε polynomials (even over F2) cannot be done in (2−ε)n
time.2
Under #ETH (the hypothesis that counting 3-SAT solutions requires 2Ω(n) time), it is
known (for example) that counting the number of independent sets of size n/3 in an n-node
graph requires 2Ω(n) time [24], #2-SAT requires 2Ω(n) time [15], the permanent of n × n
Boolean matrices requires 2Ω(n) [15], and counting the number of perfect matchings in graphs
with m edges requires 2Ω(m) time [14]. The reductions proving these conditional lower bounds
generally introduce a minor (linear) increase in the relevant parameter n. Theorem 4 gives a
tight lower bound for counting solutions to polynomials, under SETH.
Hardness for Counting Orthogonal Vectors over Fp
Let p be any (small) prime. To demonstrate the range of the simple ideas in our reductions,
we also use them to show that exactly counting pairs of O(logn)-dimensional vectors with
inner product zero modulo p (among a given set of n vectors) requires n2−o(1) time under
SETH. This follows from the theorem:
I Theorem 5. Let p be prime, and let ` ∈ [1, d] be an integer dividing d. There is an
O˜(n · `2d/` · p`)-time reduction from #OV with n vectors in d dimensions to p` instances of
#OVp, each with n vectors in `2d/` + 1 dimensions.
I Corollary 6. Let ε > 0 be sufficiently small. There is an O˜(n1+ε · pO(c/ε))-time reduction
from #OV with n vectors in c logn dimensions to nε instances of #OVp, each with n vectors
in O(pc/ε log(n)) dimensions.
2 The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis [12] (SETH) states that for every ε > 0, there is a k > 2
such that k-SAT cannot be solved in (2− ε)n time; it is a vast strengthening of P 6= NP and a mild
strengthening of ETH [25] which states that there is an ε > 0 such that 3-SAT cannot be solved in
(1 + ε)n time. The “counting variant” #SETH states the same strong lower bound for the problem of
counting the number of solutions to a k-SAT instance.
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This reduction is in stark contrast with the fact that detecting a pair of vectors with inner
product zero modulo p can be accomplished in nearly-linear time when the vectors have no(1)
dimension [35]. One can either view this result as evidence that the counting problem is
hard, or as (yet) another angle towards refuting SETH.
2 Preliminaries
Exact counting for degree-two equations
Our approximate counting algorithm will use the fact that the exact counting problem for a
single degree-two equation over a finite field Fq is polynomial-time solvable:
I Theorem 7 (Woods [37], p.6). For every prime power q, there is a deterministic n3 ·
poly(log q)-time algorithm for counting the number of solutions to a given degree-two polyno-
mial over Fq.
Ehrenfeucht and Karpinski [17] covered the case of F2, and showed that exact counting
for a degree-three polynomial is already NP-hard. Cai, Chen, Lipton, and Lu [10] gave
an algorithm for the counting problem that works over Zm, for any fixed integer m > 1.
Woods remarks that his algorithm essentially follows from placing the matrices defining the
degree-two polynomial in Jordan canonical form, in which case the number of solutions can
be more-or-less read off from the form obtained.
Small-bias sets
For our approximation algorithm, we need explicit constructions of small sets of vectors
which closely approximate the uniform distribution of vectors, with respect to inner products
over a finite field.
I Definition 8. A set S ⊆ Fnq is ε-biased if for all u ∈ Fnq and r ∈ Fnq ,∣∣∣∣ Prv∈S[〈u, v〉 = r]− Prv∈Fnq [〈u, v〉 = r]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.
(Note that sometimes a more general definition is given, involving the characters of Fnp ,
but the above simple condition is implied by it. See [18].) The following simple consequences
of being ε-biased will be important:
Prv∈S [〈~0, v〉 = 0] = 1, where ~0 is the all-zeroes vector.
For all u 6= ~0 and r ∈ Fq, Prv∈S [〈u, v〉 = r] ∈ (1/q − ε, 1/q + ε).
We also use deterministic explicit constructions of ε-biased sets over Fp, for every prime p.
I Theorem 9 ([4, 18, 5]). For every prime p, and every ε ∈ (0, 1/pn), there is a
(poly(n, log p)/ε2)-time constructible set of vectors S ⊆ Fnp of cardinality O(n2/ε2) that
is ε-biased.
It will be important that the ε-dependencies in the above theorem are only 1/ε2, but this
can be achieved. For example, the constructions based on linear feedback shift registers of [4]
(which are easily generalized to Fp, see [18]) take all vectors x, y ∈ Fdp, where d = logp(n/ε)
and y corresponds to the coefficient vector of a monic irreducible Fp-polynomial of degree d.
The n-length vector vx,y of the ε-biased set S is generated by repeatedly computing inner
products of y with vectors made up of previously computed inner products, up to n times.
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To construct this set S, the main difficulty is constructing the y’s, which we can do by
enumerating all monic Fp-polynomials of degree d, and throwing out those with non-trivial
divisors. Rabin’s test for irreducibility ([31]) would take O(d2 ·poly(logn, log p)) time. There
are O(n/ε) such polynomials to enumerate, and since ε ≥ 1/pn we have d ≤ O(n), so this step
takes O(n3/ε) · poly(logn, log p) time. The remaining list of monic irreducible polynomials
(paired up with all possible vectors x ∈ Fdp) forms our ε-biased S, and each component of
each n-length vector vx,y in S is just an inner product of two known d-length vectors. The
running time of this construction is therefore O(n4/ε2) (omitting poly(log p) factors).
3 Approximating #MQS: Reduction and Algorithm
We begin with the proof of Theorem 3, which reduces the counting problem for a system of
equations to the counting problem for a single equation.
Let S = {v1, . . . , vm} ⊆ Fsp be an ε-biased set of vectors. Let {p1(y) = 0, . . . , ps(y) = 0}
be a system of degree-d equations over Fp in n variables, and let A ⊆ Fnp be the set of
solutions to the system. For each i = 1, . . . ,m, define the polynomial
Pi(y) =
∑
j
vi[j] · pj(y).
We observe two distinct properties of solutions and non-solutions to the original system:
(a) Every y ∈ A is a solution of the equation Pi(y) = 0 and not of the equation Pi(y) = 1,
for all i = 1, . . . ,m. This follows because for all y ∈ A, p1(y) = · · · = ps(y) = 0.
(b) For every y /∈ A, there are integers N0, N1 ∈ [m(1/p− ε),m(1/p+ ε)] such that y is a
solution to N0 of the m equations Pi(y) = 0 and is a solution to N1 of the m equations
Pi(y) = 1. To see this, note that for y /∈ A, the vector u = [p1(y), . . . , ps(y)] is not
all-zeroes. Thus for any r ∈ Fp we have Pri∈[m][〈u, vi〉 = r] ∈ (1/p+ ε, 1/p− ε), because
S is ε-biased.
Given the ability to count solutions to one degree-d equation, here is an algorithm for
approximately counting solutions to a system of equations:
1. Construct the ε-biased set S = {v1, . . . , vm} ⊂ Fsp.
2. Count the number of solutions to the equation Pi(y) = 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
Let Z be the sum of all these numbers.
3. Count the number of solutions to the equation Pi(y) = 1, for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
Let O be the sum of all these numbers.
4. Output (Z −O)/m.
Now we analyze the algorithm. Let Zi (respectively, Oi) be the number of solutions to
the equation Pi(y) = 0 (respectively, Pi(y) = 1), for all i, . . . ,m. Our algorithm outputs the
quantity:
1
m
(∑
i
Zi −
∑
i
Oi
)
. (1)
By property (a), every y ∈ A contributes 1 to the sum 1m ·
∑
i Zi, and contributes 0 to the
sum
∑
iOi. By property (b), every y /∈ A contributes a value zy ∈ [1/p− ε, 1/p+ ε] to the
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sum 1m ·
∑
i Zi, and contributes a value oy ∈ [1/p− ε, 1/p+ ε] to the sum 1m ·
∑
iOi. We can
therefore re-express (1) as:
1
m
(∑
i
Zi −
∑
i
Oi
)
= |A|+
∑
y/∈A
(zy − oy).
Given the bounds on zy’s and oy’s, we can easily upper-bound and lower-bound (1):
|A|+
∑
y/∈A
(zy − oy) ≤ |A|+
∑
y/∈A
((1/p+ ε)− (1/p− ε)) = |A|+ |A| · 2ε
and
|A|+
∑
y/∈A
(zy − oy) ≥ |A|+
∑
y/∈A
((1/p− ε)− (1/p+ ε)) = |A| − |A| · 2ε.
It follows that the algorithm outputs a number that approximates the fraction of solutions
to within ±2ε.
Moreover, observe that to obtain an approximate answer, we do not need an exact
algorithm for counting solutions to one equation: if our algorithm for one equation always
outputs approximations that are within ε/(2m) of the exact count, then each of the 2m
Zi and Oi terms will be computed to within an ε/(2m) factor, and the output will still be
within ±3ε of the exact fraction. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
To obtain the final algorithm (Theorem 1) for approximately computing #MQS, we
simply apply Theorem 7 to count the number of satisfying assignments to a single quadratic
equation over Fp in n3 · poly(log p) time. Using this algorithm in the above reduction, we get
an approximate counting algorithm running in time O˜(s2/ε2 · (n3 + s) + t(s, 1/ε, p)), where
t(s, 1/ε, p) is the time needed to construct an ε-biased set over Fsp. This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.
3.1 A succinct approximate inclusion-exclusion
The reduction of Theorem 3 works by approximately representing the cardinality of the
intersection of s equations by a linear combination of cardinalities on single Fp-equations.
Along the lines of the work of Linial and Nisan [26] on approximate inclusion-exclusion
via low-degree polynomials over the reals, the ideas of Theorem 3 imply a variant of the
inclusion-exclusion principle. However, unlike Linial and Nisan, our approximation of the
cardinality of the intersection has only polynomially many terms.
To simplify the discussion, here we consider just the case of F2, and consider unions instead
of intersections. Over F2, we will demonstrate how a small-bias set lets us “approximately”
express the cardinality of a union of a set collection as a short linear combination of
cardinalities of what one might call “oddtersections” of sub-collections of sets.
Let (x mod 2) : Z → {0, 1} map integers to bits in the natural way. In Theorem 3, we
are effectively using a representation of the AND function as a short linear combination of
PARITY functions (see, for instance, Alon and Bruck [3]). Below is a representation of the
OR function (which is analogous):
I Lemma 10. For all n ∈ N and ε ∈ (0, 1), there is a (poly(n)/ε2)-time constructible
collection of subsets S1, . . . , Sm ⊆ [n], with m ≤ O(n2/ε2), such that for every x ∈ {0, 1}n,∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
n∨
i=1
xi
)
−
m∑
i=1
2
m
·
∑
j∈Si
xj mod 2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε. (2)
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Proof. Let S = {S1, . . . , Sm} ⊆ [n] be a set family whose corresponding indicator vectors in
{0, 1}n form an (ε/2)-biased set. By Theorem 9, we can take m ≤ O(n2/ε2). Observe:
If (x1, . . . , xn) = ~0 then for all i = 1, . . . ,m, (
∑
j∈Si xj mod 2) = 0, so
∑m
i=1
2
m ·(∑
j∈Si xj mod 2
)
= 0.
If (x1, . . . , xn) 6= ~0 then by properties of (ε/2)-biased sets, the number of i ∈ [m] such
that
∑
j∈Si xj 6= |Si| (mod 2) is in the interval [m/2 − εm/2,m/2 + εm/2]. So in this
case,
m∑
i=1
2
m
·
∑
j∈Si
xj mod 2
 ∈ [ 2
m
·
(
m− εm
2
)
,
2
m
·
(
m+ εm
2
)]
= [1− ε, 1 + ε] .
This completes the proof. J
Let A1, . . . , Ak be any sets over a finite universe U , and define their oddtersection to be⊕
i
Ai = {x ∈ U | x appears in an odd number of the Ai’s}.
The upshot of Lemma 10 is that we can write:∣∣∣∣∣⋃
i
Ai
∣∣∣∣∣ ≈ε
m∑
i=1
1
m
·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⊕
j∈Si
Aj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3)
where the ≈ε means that the two quantities are within ε|U | of each other. (Note that | ∪iAi|
is the sum over all y ∈ U of ∨i=1[y ∈ Ai], where [y ∈ Ai] is 1 if y ∈ A, and 0 otherwise.
Invoking (2) on each term in this sum, we obtain the right-hand side of (3) to within an
additive ±ε|U | factor.) Thus we can approximately represent the cardinality of a union
of sets in a sparse way, as “oddities” of various sub-collections. It seems likely that this
observation has more applications. For example, equation (3) immediately implies that we
can reduce approximate counting for k-DNF formulas (with additive error) to approximate
counting for degree-k polynomials over F2 (with additive error), by letting Ai be the set of
satisfying assignments to the ith clause of a DNF.
3.2 Producing a solution when there are many
Given Theorem 1, one can obtain a deterministic algorithm for producing a solution to a
quadratic system given that it has many solutions, using a self-reducibility argument.3
Reminder of Corollary 2. For every prime p, constant k, and fraction ε ∈ [1/pn, 1], there
is a deterministic algorithm running in poly(n, s, log p)/ε2 time which, given any system of s
quadratic equations in n variables over Fp with at least εpn solutions, outputs a solution.
Proof. Suppose we are given a system over the variables x1, . . . , xn with S ≥ ε · pn solutions,
where ε ≥ 1/pn.
3 This reduction is apparently folklore. See also Goldreich [19, Theorem 3.5] for a generic reduction from
“search-to-decision” in this setting.
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For each a ∈ Fp, assign x1 := a in all equations of the system, and run the polynomial-time
approximate counting algorithm of Theorem 1 with error parameter α := ε/(2n). Let x1 := a1
be the assignment that yields the largest count from the algorithm. (If the count returned is
zero for all a ∈ Fp, return fail.) Analogously, set the variables x2 := a2, . . . , xn−k := an−k
one at a time, for k = 2 logp(1/ε), always taking the assignment that yields the largest count.
Finally, try all pk = p2 logp(1/ε) ≤ 1/ε2 assignments on the remaining k variables, and return
any solution found.
Given Theorem 1, it is clear that the algorithm runs in the desired time. Now we turn
to correctness. The algorithm began with a guarantee of S solutions. At least one setting
of the variable x1 yields a system on n − 1 variables with at least S/p solutions. So after
setting x1 to maximize the number of solutions returned by the algorithm, the number of
solutions in the remaining (n− 1)-variable system is at least S1 = S/p− α · pn−1. Similarly,
after setting x1 and x2 appropriately, the number of solutions in the remaining system on
n− 2 variables is at least
S2 = S1/p− α · pn−2 = S/p2 − α · pn−2 − α · pn−2 = S/p2 − 2α · pn−2.
After setting x1, . . . , xi for i = 1, . . . , n, we are inductively guaranteed that the number of
remaining solutions in the system is at least
Si = Si−1/p− α · pn−i = S/pi − α · i · pn−i.
For i = n− 2 logp(1/ε), the number of solutions remaining is at least
εpn/pi − α · i · pn−i ≥ ε · p2 logp(1/ε) − α · np2 logp(1/ε) ≥ (ε− αn) · 1/ε2.
For α = ε/(2n), the number of solutions remaining after setting x1, . . . , xi is at least
1/ε2 · (ε/2) ≥ 1/(2ε), i.e., the number is non-zero. Therefore the algorithm returns a solution,
if there are at least εpn solutions. J
4 From Counting k-SAT to Counting Roots to Polynomials of
O(1)-Degree
Reminder of Theorem 4. Let q be a prime power and ε > 0 be arbitrarily small. There
is an O(qεn)-time deterministic reduction from #k-SAT instances with n variables to the
problem of counting roots to a Fq-polynomial of degree q(k/ε)O(k) with n variables.
Imagining q and k as fixed constants, and ε as a tiny parameter, we obtain a 2O(εn) time
reduction from #k-SAT on n variables to counting roots of an Fq-polynomial on n variables
of degree poly(1/ε).
Proof. Let ε > 0 be arbitrarily small. We are given a k-CNF formula F in n variables
x1, . . . , xn, and we want to reduce it to a single low-degree polynomial. We will in fact reduce
the counting problem for F to a (sub-exponential) number of calls to counting roots of a
single low-degree polynomial.
First, by the Sparsification Lemma [25, 11] (the counting version of which appears
in [15]), we may assume without loss of generality that the k-CNF formula F has at most
m ≤ (k/ε)O(k)n clauses, with 2εn-time overhead.
Second, we can express F as a system of m polynomial equations in the obvious way,
where each equation contains at most k variables (and therefore each equation has degree at
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most k). For all i = 1, . . . , n, add the degree-two equations xi · (1− xi) = 0 to the system
(these equations simply force all solutions to be Boolean). Call the overall system of m+ n
equations G, and note the number of solutions to G equals the number of SAT assignments
to F .
Arbitrarily partitionG into εn subsystems of equationsG1, . . . , Gεn, where each subsystem
has at most (k/ε)O(k) equations. Our next move is to write each Gj as a single polynomial
over the finite field Fq. More precisely, given that Gj contains the t = (k/ε)O(k) equations
p1(x1, . . . , xn) = 0, . . . , pt(x1, . . . , xn) = 0,
define the (q − 1)(k/ε)O(k)-degree polynomial
Pj(x1, . . . , xn) := 1−
t∏
i=1
(1− pi(x1, . . . , xn)q−1).
Note that for all (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fnq , Pj(a1, . . . , an) = 0 if and only if pi(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for
each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Furthermore, since each pi has at most k variables, there are at most
kt variables in Pj . So by repeatedly applying the identity xqi = xi over Fq, it takes no more
than qO(kt) ≤ q(k/ε)O(k) time to express the polynomial Pj as a sum of monomials, for all
j = 1, . . . , εn.
Finally, we wish to exactly count the number of solutions to the system
P1(x1, . . . , xn) = 0, . . . , Pεn(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 (4)
where each Pj has (k/ε)O(k) variables and degree at most q(k/ε)O(k). Here, we reason
similarly to the earlier approximate counting algorithm (namely, the reduction of Theorem 3),
except instead of using small-biased sets of size polynomial in n, we simply use all qεn possible
linear combinations of the Pj ’s to exactly count.
For every β ∈ Fεnq , suppose we count the number of zeroes to the polynomial
Qβ(x1, . . . , xn) :=
εn∑
j=1
βj · Pj(x1, . . . , xn)
and suppose we count the number of solutions to the polynomial Rβ := 1−Qβ . Note for all
β, the degree of Qβ is at most q(k/ε)O(k). We want to show that a linear combination of
these O(qεn) zero-counts will tell us the number of solutions to the original k-CNF F .
Suppose (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fnq is a solution to the system G. Then it is also a solution to
the system (4). Hence Pj(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for all j, and therefore Qβ(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for all
β ∈ Fεnq . That is, (a1, . . . , an) is a zero for all qεn polynomials Qβ , and is never a zero for
any Rβ .
On the other hand, if (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fnq is not a solution to G, then Pj(a1, . . . , an) 6= 0
for some j. So we can think of each Qβ(a1, . . . , an) as the inner product of the vector β
with a fixed non-zero vector. Therefore in this case, Qβ(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for exactly qεn/q
polynomials Qβ , and Rβ(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for exactly qεn/q polynomials Rβ .
Combining these observations, we conclude that
(total number of zeros to all Qβ) − (total number of zeros to all Rβ)
qεn
equals the number of solutions to G. So we can solve #k-SAT by making O(qεn) calls to
counting solutions to a single degree-q(k/ε)O(k) polynomial over Fq. (Note that by tweaking
ε slightly, we can write the number of calls as O(2εn).) J
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We observe that the proof of Theorem 4 also provides a subexponential-time reduction
from
exact counting for a system of O(n) degree-O(1) equations
to
exact counting for one degree-O(1) equation.
(Referring back to the proof, even if each pi depended on all n variables but had degree only
k, each polynomial Pi would have n variables and degree at most q(k/ε)O(k), so it would
take at most nq(k/ε)O(k) time to expand each Pi into a sum of monomials.) To compare,
Theorem 3 gave a polynomial-time reduction for the respective approximation versions (but
from a degree-k system to a single degree-k polynomial).
4.1 A consequence for fine-grained counting complexity
The reduction method in the proof of Theorem 4 extends nicely to results on the fine-grained
counting complexity of simple polynomial-time problems. Here we demonstrate this claim
on the problem of counting the number of orthogonal pairs among a set of Boolean vectors:
#Orthogonal Vectors (#OV)
Given: vectors v1, . . . , vn, w1, . . . , wn ∈ {0, 1}d
Output: The number of pairs (i, j) such that 〈vi, wj〉 = 0.
Note that #OV is trivially solvable in O(n2d) time, although faster algorithms are known
for certain ranges of d [22, 13]. The detection problem OV (determining if there is at least
one orthogonal pair) is widely studied. Finding a significantly faster algorithm for OV will
already be challenging, as it is known that (for example) a n1.9 · 2o(d) time algorithm for OV
would contradict SETH [34]. A minor variant of OV studies the problem modulo a fixed
prime p:
Orthogonal Vectors Mod p (OVp)
Given: vectors v1, . . . , vn, w1, . . . , wn ∈ Fdp
Decide: Are there i, j such that 〈vi, wj〉 = 0 mod p?
Williams and Yu [35] showed that OVp is apparently much easier than OV for constant
p: it is solvable in O(n · dp−1) time.
One can similarly define #OVp, in which the task is to count the number of i, j such
that 〈vi, wj〉 = 0 mod p. Recently, Dell and Lapinskas [16] show how to use the algorithm
for OVp to approximately compute #OVp efficiently. In particular, they show that for any
ε > 0, given an #OVp instance with number of solutions N , one can output a value v such
that |v −N | ≤ εN in O˜(ε−4n · dp−1) time.
Interestingly, a minor modification of Theorem 4 shows that exactly computing #OVp is
as hard as #OV itself:
Reminder of Theorem 5. Let p be prime, and let ` ∈ [1, d] be an integer that divides d.
There is an O˜(n · `2d/` · p`)-time reduction from #OV with n vectors in d dimensions to p`
instances of #OVp, each with n vectors in `2d/` + 1 dimensions.
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Proof. The idea of the reduction is analogous to Theorem 4, except we need to be slightly
more abstract in our construction. We start with vectors v1, . . . , vn, w1, . . . , wn ∈ {0, 1}d,
and we want to compute #OV on them. Partition the components of all vectors into ` parts,
where each part has d/` components. For each vector vi, let vi,1, . . . , vi,` ∈ {0, 1}d/` be its
decomposition into parts; define vectors wi,j similarly.
For each j = 1, . . . , `, make a 2d/`-bit vector ai,j which has a 1 in the component
corresponding to the d/`-bit vector vi,j , and 0s in all other components. Also for each
j = 1, . . . , `, make a 2d/`-bit vector bi,j which has a 1 for each d/`-bit vector x such that
〈x,wi,j〉 6= 0, and 0s everywhere else. (This is similar to “embedding 3” of Ahle, Pagh,
Razenshteyn and Silvestri [1, Lemma 3].) Taking the vectors
ai := (ai,1, . . . , ai,`) ∈ {0, 1}`2d/` , bi := (bi,1, . . . , bi,`) ∈ {0, 1}`2d/` ,
over all i = 1, . . . , n, we have 〈vi, wj〉 = 0 if and only if 〈ai, bi〉 = 0. Furthermore, notice that
for all j = 1, . . . , `, 〈ai,j , bi,j〉 ∈ {0, 1}, so for all primes p and for all j, we have 〈ai,j , bi,j〉 = 0
if and only if 〈ai,j , bi,j〉 = 0 mod p.4
We now build 2p` instances of #OVp as follows. For every β ∈ F`p, construct the 2n
vectors
aβi = (β1ai,1, . . . , β`ai,`), bi := (bi,1, . . . , bi,`),
and let Nβ be the number of pairs (aβi , bi′) which are orthogonal modulo p, for all i, i′ =
1, . . . , n. Also construct
cβi = (1, β1ai,1, . . . , β`ai,`), di := (1, bi,1, . . . , bi,`),
and let Mβ be the number of pairs (cβi , di′) which are orthogonal modulo p. Our algorithm
for #OV outputs the quantity∑
β∈p`
(Nβ −Mβ)/p`.
It is easy to see that this reduction has the desired running time and number of oracle
calls. We need to show that the reduction outputs the correct number of orthogonal pairs.
For an orthogonal pair vi, wj in the original instance, we know that 〈ai, bj〉 = 0, and therefore
〈ai,j , bi,j〉 = 0 for all j. So for every vector β, 〈aβi , bj〉 = 0 mod p as well. That is, every
orthogonal pair vi, wj is counted p` times in the sum
∑
β(Nβ −Mβ).
For an non-orthogonal pair vi, wj , we know that 〈ai,j , bi,j〉 6= 0 for some j. In particular,
recalling that all 〈ai,j , bi,j〉 are either 0 or 1, we have that the `-dimensional vector
abi,j = (〈ai,1, bi,1〉, . . . , 〈ai,`, bi,`〉)
is not the all-zero vector over Fp. Observing that
〈aβi , bj〉 = 〈β, abi,j〉 mod p
and
〈cβi , dj〉 = 1 + 〈β, abi,j〉 mod p,
it follows that there are exactly p`−1 choices of β for which 〈aβi , bj〉 = 0 mod p, and p`−1
choices of β for which 〈cβi , dj〉 = 0 mod p. Therefore every non-orthogonal pair has a net
contribution of zero to the sum
∑
β(Nβ −Mβ)/p`. J
4 Note [1] use the fact that 〈ai, bi〉 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , `} to give a non-trivial inapproximability result for
computing the maximum inner product between two vector sets.
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Setting ` := dε logp(n)e for tiny ε > 0, we obtain:
Reminder of Corollary 6. Let ε > 0 be sufficiently small. There is an O˜(n1+ε ·pO(c/ε))-time
reduction from #OV with n vectors in c logn dimensions to nε instances of #OVp, each
with n vectors in O(pc/ε log(n)) dimensions.
Therefore an algorithm for counting orthogonal-mod-2 pairs in n1.9 · 2o(d) time would
yield a similar algorithm for counting orthogonal pairs, refuting SETH.
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